
Physics 2c  Lecture 19 

Image formation with mirrors: 
 

Plane & curved mirrors 
(Chapter 36) 



Parabolic Mirror 

Rays || to axis reflect through focal point. 

Rays through focal point reflect parallel to axis. 

Rays through center of mirror reflect symm. through axis. 



Spherical Mirror 

 

Rays || to axis reflect through focal point. 

Rays through focal point reflect parallel to axis. 

Rays through center of mirror reflect symm. through axis. 

Rays through center of curvature reflect into themselves. 

A parabola may be approximated by a sphere for small 
angles. 

(spheres are easier to manufacture than parabolas, 
most curved mirrors you encounter are thus spherical.) 



We will now use this to understand 
the imaging properties of spherical 

mirrors. 



Imaging with a concave spherical 
Mirror 

 

Object behind c => reduced inverted image between c & f 

Object between c & f => enlarged inverted image behind c 

Object in front of f => enlarged image ''behind'' mirror 



Convex spherical mirror 

Image appears shrunk, ''behind'' mirror, and not 
inverted. 



Convex spherical mirror 

Image appears shrunk, ''behind'' mirror, and not 
inverted. 



So far this was all qualitative.  
Now, let’s get quantitative! 



Deriving the mirror equation 
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l = distance between object and mirror. 
l’ = distance between image and mirror. 

f = distance between focal point and mirror. 



A word about sign conventions 

●  You pick a direction from the mirror that you 
define positive. 

●  Sign matters if f,l,l’ aren’t all in the same 
direction with respect to mirror. 

●  Same for h. Define a positive direction with 
respect to axis => h’ is negative when image 
is inverted. 



Deriving the mirror equation 

h/l = -h’/l’ 
because incoming = outgoing angle 

Note: -h’ is a positive number. 
           l’, h, l are positive numbers. 



Deriving the mirror equation 

h/f = -h'/(l'-f) 
because of geometry 



Now use the two equations 
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Note: -h’ is a positive number. 
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First, isolate the height ratios in both equations: 

Second, equate the two, and divide by l’: 
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Using this equation: 

●  You know f and the distance of the object 
from the mirror => calculate the location of 
the image. 

●  You observe the position of object and image 
=> calculate the focal length. 

●  …  



Lenses vs Mirrors 

Mirrors -> reflection 
Lenses -> refraction 

The physics that bends the light  
is different! 

However, many imaging properties are similar. 



Converging and diverging Lenses 



Ray tracing for Lenses 

Rays || to lens axis refract through focal point. 

Rays through center of lens pass through 
undeflected. 



Lenses 

2f 



Example App:  Going to the 
movies 



Question to ponder: 

What happens if the film is too close to the lens? 
 
( a ) picture on the wall becomes unfocused. 
( b ) the projection is behind the film, and thus 
can not be seen in the cinema. 
( c ) there is no projection any more, unless you 
look through the lense. 



What do we actually see in this case ? 



No image when viewed this way! 



Large virtual image when viewed 
through lense! 


